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OATHALL COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MEETING OF THE FULL GOVERNING BODY 

 

Minutes of a meeting held on 9th September 2019 

 

  

 
Present: Martin Ashman (MA), Stewart Boyling (SB), Brenda Brown (Vice-chair, BB), 

Julie Burgess (JB), Richard Carter (CRC), Rowena Chalk (Chair, RC), James 
Horsman (JH), Pete Robinson (PR), Edward Rodriguez (ERZ), Nicky Wastie 
(NW) 

In attendance Toby Houghton (TDH) 

Minutes: Helen Parry (HP, Covering for Clerk to Governors) 

 

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Carl Day (CD) 

 

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest at the meeting. 

 

 The governors welcomed TDH to the meeting and invited him to present on Strand 2 of the CDP 
with a focus on the recent GCSE exam results. 

 

3 CDP STRAND 2 – LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT/EXAM RESULTS ANALYSIS 

TDH began his presentation of the 2018/19 GCSE results by saying that despite some very good 
outcomes for a significant number of students, the whole school outcomes were generally 
disappointing.  They were disappointing for two reasons; firstly because they were not the 
results the school had wanted (in the context of a trend of improving results over the last two 
years) and secondly, they were not the results the school had expected based on the earlier 
projections.  A copy of TDH’s presentation is attached to these minutes for reference. 

TDH continued by providing details of some national comparative numbers which put the 
school’s results into context.  In particular, he shared analyses from ALPS, one of three sources of 
such data used by the school (others include, Fisher Family Trust (FFT) and PiXL).  Governors 
were asked to bear in mind that the analyses provided were provisional and taken from a data 
set of schools which opt in to the reporting service. 
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The threshold scores for English and Maths were lower than expected. 

TDH explained that further work was needed to understand where we had lost ground compared 
to last year, especially as there were a large number of students who had done well.  He 
continued by sharing a FFT analysis showing the provisional P8 score broken down into subject 
groups.  Of particular note, the Maths and English thresholds were both lower than the national 
average, the gap in English being greater than in maths.  Conversely, the EBAC measure which 
encompasses grades for Science, MFL and Humanities, showed some strong progress. 

There followed some discussion on the analyses presented thus far.  Governors (CRC, JH and 
MA) asked for clarification on a number of points relating to this data, including a request to 
confirm the meaning of the EM threshold figures, whether there was any indication of regional 
or socioeconomic factors at play and whether the choice of subjects or exam boards could 
result in better grades. 

TDH then turned to the distribution of the results.  He explained that from the evaluation work 
carried out so far, it appeared that the main issue appeared to lie with the results of those 
students with Prior Attainment scores of around 4, 5 and 6.  There were a significant number of 
these students who did not achieve their Minimum Expected Grades (MEGs) and this was 
particularly evident in the Maths and English results. 

Further questions were asked by the governors (MA) focussing on where the difference arose 
from last year’s outcomes and what lessons could be learned.  TDH pointed out that each of the 
Heads of Faculty were scheduled to meet with the HT to explore what happened this year and to 
identify next steps.  ERZ also confirmed that he had spoken with last year’s Head of Maths and 
he was due to meet with the former Head of English (both of whom have since left Oathall).  The 
Head of Maths was able to give some useful insight into why she thought the results were not as 
good as expected. 

There followed a further discussion on setting, what impact setting might have on expectations 
and whether a motivational system (use of target grades) might be beneficial (MA).  TDH 
acknowledged the point and said that the whole topic of setting would be revisited this year with 
this in mind.  He continued by stating that the key was to simplify what we do and the use of 
MEGs was a simple and effective way of looking at expectations and accountability.  He 
confirmed that MEGs were used as key performance indicators in staff appraisals. 

TDH then presented an analysis of the current Year 11’s MEGs compared to Prior Attainment 
scores.  This data provided some challenging but achievable predictions. 
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Looking forward, TDH outlined the following focus for the current Year 11 cohort for the coming 
half term: 

 Planned use of class time 

 Homework 

 Feedback 

 Communications with parents 

 Intervention 

 Revision 

Of the above, planned use of class time was identified as the top priority followed by homework, 
feedback and communications with parents.  Regular checks on accountability for progress 
against MEGs and marking will be done throughout the term.  These trackers will also be applied 
to earlier year groups although TDH pointed out that the younger the year group, the less 
reliable the predictions are likely to be.  In addition, other non-curriculum lead indicators, such as 
attendance, will be used as tracking tools. 

The governors (MA, SB, CRC, BB, RC) then discussed what approaches other Soft Federation 
schools use to track their students’ progress and questioned whether it might be beneficial to 
the school to go into the local Primary schools to get an understanding of the levels at which 
their Year 6 students are working. 

4 APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 8th July 2019  

Minutes of the meeting held on 8th July 2019 were tabled to the meeting, approved as a true 
record and duly signed by the Chair.  Part Two minutes of the same date were tabled and the 
governors approved them as a true record, subject to the addition of the words, ‘amongst the 
student body’ at the end of the last sentence and were duly signed by the Chair. 

 

5 MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 

RC went through the action log: 

Item 1 – exit interviews for Year 11s.  Ongoing. 

Item 3 – staff wellbeing survey.  Ongoing. 

Item 5 – exit interviews of employees.  Ongoing but it was agreed that a different approach 
would be needed as six months is too long a period. 

Items 6 and 7 – CDP progress reporting and researching recommendations on governor terms of 
succession.  Ongoing 

All other actions had been completed. 
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7. URGENT MATTERS 

SB resignation 

RC notified those present that SB had recently met with RC and indicated that he wished to 
resign.  After discussions with County and with SB’s agreement, RC proposed that SB take up the 
position of an Associate Governor, which would enable SB to continue to chair appeal meetings 
and receive papers but step back from the more onerous role of a full governor.   

The proposal was approved unanimously. 

RC expressed her gratitude to SB for agreeing to take on this role and stated that his experience 
and knowledge were too valuable to lose at this stage. 

 

7 REVIEW SCHEME OF DELEGATION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE GOVERNING BODY 

RC proposed that this item be added to the action log to be dealt with at the December 
Governors’ meeting. 

 

8 POLICIES & PROCEDURES REVIEW 

Governors’ Expenses Policy 

No changes were identified and the governors approved the policy unanimously. 

West Sussex Model Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy 

Having confirmed that the updated policy reflected all recent changes incorporated into ‘Keeping 
Children Safe in Education September 2019’, the governors approved the policy unanimously. 

 

9 BUSINESS REPORT 

All governors confirmed they had read the Business Report previously shared with them and now 
tabled to the meeting. 

Reduced Pupil Premium (PP) instalment  

Following a concern raised by CRC, it was confirmed that the reduction in the PP Ever 6 
instalment would not impact significantly on the school’s operations. 

Farm Fencing 

ERZ reported that the resident neighbouring the school farm and who had previously expressed 
an interest in purchasing the Farm land adjoining her house, had expressed concerns with the 
line of the new fence.  JG and the resident are in discussions with WS to resolve the issue.  RC 
also expressed a concern that the fence (installed at the request and on the specification of the 
afore-mentioned resident) was insufficient to contain the farm animals. 
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10 ACADEMY/LOCALITY ISSUES 

RC reported that she and ERZ had met with Simon Hateley (HT) and Jill Garraway (Chair of 
Governors) of St Wilfrid’s CoE Primary School at the end of last term to discuss closer working 
with them.  In particular, St Wilfrid’s had identified a need for languages support and having 
identified some capacity in the MFL Faculty, Oathall is keen to help. 

 

11 CHAIR’S REPORT 

Training 

RC confirmed that WS will deliver safeguarding training to the Oathall Governing Body, which 
might also be offered to our Soft Federation partners and local primary feeder schools.  13th 
January was suggested as the date for this training instead of 6th January, as previously notified. 

It was confirmed that the Oathall Governing Body had met its quota of training for 2018/19. 

INSET Day 

RC thanks all those governors who attended the safeguarding training provided at the recent 
INSET day.  This was felt to be very useful. 

A Good start to the Year 

RC reported that she had joined ERZ on one of his walkabouts around the school last Friday.  She 
said she was impressed by what she saw.  The atmosphere was calm, students were engaged and 
it was clear that the new Year 7’s were being very well supported. 

Upcoming Travel plans 

RC mentioned that she was likely to be out of the country between 12th November and 2nd 
December.  BB will be the point of contact in RC’s absence. 

 
 

12 HEADTEACHER’S REPORT 

Student Matters 

 The 231 students making up the new Year 7 cohort have settled in well so far, this term.  
FHD and JN (transitions co-ordinator) have done an excellent job on the transition 
programme. 

 All year groups returned last week and it has been a very calm and purposeful start to 
the term.  The school’s Quality Assurance record indicates a large number of lesson drop-
ins have taken place by the LT already and these will continue for the foreseeable future. 

 
Safeguarding Matters 

 Water damage to the farm roof has caused part of the ceiling to fail exposing low grade 
asbestos.  County officers were contacted immediately and are resolving this as matter 
of urgency. 
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 ERZ will be meeting with the Mid-Sussex heads tomorrow (Tuesday, 10th September) to 
discuss concerns over drug and knife related matters in our schools.  Consideration is to 
agree a common response and co-write a letter to parents expressing our concerns.  A 
similar approach has been taken by the Steyning / Lancing / Worthing group of schools. 

Staff Matters 

 The term started fully staffed this term although, the school will be losing a temporary 
maths teacher at Christmas and member of the Performance Faculty for maternity leave 
in November.  Adverts will be placed for these posts but governors will be very aware of 
the recruitment challenges faced by the school, particularly in Maths. 

 New staff this term include Jo Grimwood-Read (HOF English), Frank Holder (Computing 
lead), Emily Jensen (English NQT), Erica Bousfield (Drama NQT) and Michelle Newman 
(Drama). 

 One member of staff is returning under a managed phased basis following a long period 
of absence. 

Premises and Finance Matters 

 The summer works have been detailed in this month’s business report.  ERZ voiced his 
praise and thanks to DC and the site team for the exceptional work they have done again 
during the school break. 

 WSCC have confirmed that a large number of windows in the 1938 building will be 
replaced over the coming months and they will be also be undertaking a small roofing 
project. 

General Matters 

Claire Conley-Harper (LA link advisor) will visit the school on October.  Her focus will be on 
examination performance. 

Attendance Matters 

An attendance analysis will be presented at the next governors’ meeting. 

13 OUTSIDE EDUCATIONAL VISITS 

None to report. 

 
 
 

14  SAFEGUARDING 

With the pending retirement of SB as a main FGB member, RC asked if any of the remaining 
members would like to take on the role of Safeguarding Governor. 

BB and JH put themselves forward for the post and it was agreed that they should take on the 
role jointly. 
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15. PUPIL PREMIUM MATTERS 

None to report 

 

15 ATTENDANCE 

Nothing to report 

 

16 GOVERNORS' VISITS & INDIVIDUAL REPORTS 

Governor Monitoring Medicines & First Aid 

JB referred to the report she had prepared following the recent review of the school’s 
medicines and first aid procedures undertaken by her and BB.  A copy of this review was tabled 
to the meeting. 

JB reported that she and BB were reassured by what they found.  They had identified just two 
areas of development; 

 cleaning of the medical room to be improved, and  

 access to the children’s medication to be kept clear 

JB raised the issue of the effective disposal of clinical waste which is proving to be an issue at 
national level where there is insufficient capacity to cope.  She suggested that this matter should 
be monitored closely. 

RC thanked JB for all her hard work in pulling this very useful and positive report together. 

Other visits 

BB and JB are scheduled to meet with FHD for their first Strand 1 meeting.  Questions have 
already been submitted to FHD but these may be adapted following TDH’s presentation at this 
meeting. 

MA, BB, JB, PR and JH attended the safeguarding training held at the beginning of term.  It was 
noted that there was a great deal to cover in a relatively short space of time. 

 

17 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Future agenda item 

JH requested that a future governors’ meeting might focus on what the school provides by way 
of careers advice and work experience.  It was suggested that this be incorporated in to the 
Strand 1 presentation to be given by FHD at the next governors’ meeting. 

Update on local 6th Form College 

 
 
 
 

RC/ERZ 
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ERZ reported that Paul Riley, Princpal of Worthing College visited Oathall at the end of last term 
to speak to our Year 10 students and their parents about the plans for the newly revived 
Haywards Heath 6th Form College.  The college has already held an open day. 

Staff Welfare Survey 

MA asked that this item be revisited and given priority for this year. 

 
The meeting closed at 21:35 hrs 

 

 DATE & VENUE OF NEXT MEETINGS  
Monday, 7th October 2019 

 

Distribution:  Governing Body, Leadership Team, Head’s PA, WSCC 
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FGB meeting action log 
 

Meeting at which 
action raised 

Details Who? Timescale Completed? 

24.04.19 Discussion on exit interviews 
for Year 11s 

RC/ERZ By Jul FGB.  

09.09.2019 Add a report on the current 
provision for careers advice 
and work experience to the S1 
presentation for the next FGB 

ERZ/FHD By Oct FGB  

09.09.2019 Staff Welfare Survey to be 
implemented 

RC/ERZ asap  

09.09.2019 Attendance report to be made 
available for the next FGB 

ERZ By Oct FGB  

Longer term: 

09.09.2019 All governors to attend 
bespoke WSCC Safeguarding 
training session on 13th January 
2020 

All governors By 13th Jan 
2020 

 

11.02.19 Consider exit interviews, six 
months after departure of 
employee. 

ERZ July  

11.02.19 CDP progress report to the 
whole GB (strand meetings to 
monitor during its 
development) 

ERZ Dec ‘19 
 

 

Completed actions 

10.06.19 Upload FGB papers to Google 
Drive Governors area 

AMC Pilot with 
July FGB 

 

10.06.19 Ask JG about units used on 
lettings fee changes list 

AMC asap  

10.06.19 Governors to check Google 
Drive for papers prior to FGB 

All governors   

 
 
 
 


